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About This Game

Headcrab Frenzy is a free dynamic action Half-Life mod which allows you to quench a desire to destroy these little bouncy
critters to your heart's content, hold records, get achievements, and try your hand at cooperative gameplay, competing in public
statistics. Two game modes, six maps, several headcrab types and gradually increasing "frenzy" scale which can be periodically
vent - that's the crux of the mod. Is it casual? There is no doubt. But that's not so simple. To achieve high results and score more
points you'll have to resort to various tricks: make combos, ensnare headcrabs, use power-ups (there are four in the game), and
prevent other players from scoring, pushing them away by a secondary attack of your crowbar. Each map has its own tricks. By

discovering them, you'll find out more ways to get high scores and take the first place in tournament tables!

GAME RULES

You start game with 5 lives. Every time you die, you may respawn, until your lives are zero. If they are, the game ends.

When you kill 40 headcrabs, you gain extra health points.

When you kill 200 headcrabs, you gain extra life.

Your health is regenerating with the rate of 2 hp/sec. The faster you move, the faster the regeneration process is.

Maximum number of alive headcrabs increases over the time.

Headcrabs' health and damage increases over the time also!
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Killing several headcrabs very fast results in a COMBO!

Combo temporarily increases you crowbar's damage, the higher is combo - the longer is increase.

When you kill headcrabs, you gain "frenzy". Combos give additional "frenzy" points.

If your "frenzy" is full, you may activate it with reload key, to do 16x damage and get extra score!

First crowbar swing does full damage, subsequent do the half.

Secondary attack of the crowbar is more powerful, but is slower. The amount of "frenzy" points got for killing by such
attack, depends on weapon's upgrade value. If the secondary attack doesn't kill a headcrab, it pushes him away. It is also
possible to push away other players!

Every minute your crowbar is slightly upgraded - it does more damage, critical hit chance is increased, and "frenzy"
mode lasts for a longer time.

If you kill headcrab tracking you with anything but you crowbar, you get an extra score! This is called "Nice catch".

There are more minor rules - just play and discover them!

GAME MODES

Ladder - different headcrab types are spawned sequentially.

Random - all headcrab types are spawned randomly. Ladder mode goes into this mode after all types are spawned.

POWER-UPS

Invulnerability - player is physically invulnerable for all damage types.

Invisibility - headcrabs don't attack a player although still track him.

Regeneration - health regeneration is 3 times faster (6 hp/sec).

Lightning – while attacking, the crowbar periodically makes an electric discharge to the nearest target. The discharge
has chain effect stacking up to 8 targets.

Powerups last for 20 seconds. They respawn in 1 min plus-minus several seconds in a single player game. There may be
powerups of the certain type on maps, or a random powerup - it may be different on every respawn. Server may turn powerups

off or tweak their respawn times.

MAPS

There are 6 maps in the mod. After completing a level and learning the score, press an action key in several seconds, and you'll
travel to the next map (in multiplayer) or to the start map (in singleplayer). To complete Headcrab Frenzy for 100%, you have to

win each map for each skill level (easy, medium, and hard).

COOPERATIVE

Start the game after all players are in. It also can be restarted (using a hcf_restart command). To restart an internet server,
including official public server, use a spectator vote system (press DUCK, then VOTES, then select a restart vote in the menu).
Your multiplayer score is published on statistics server (only if you play on an official public server). Player is identified by his
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Steam ID. Please note that your score is published ONLY if you complete the level (either all players are dead, or a time limit is
hit), and server performs a level change.
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Title: Headcrab Frenzy!
Genre: Action, Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Crystice Softworks
Publisher:
Crystice Softworks
Release Date: 20 Aug, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or newer

Processor: CPU 500 MHz

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: 64 Mb video card

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Excuse me, i am the doctor of this gamer, and i will like to report this game for giving my patient a rare but lethal case of ...
NOSTALGIA! With this case, my patient is know suffering with the following symptoms:
-Joy
-Having big smiles while playing this game
-having "back in my days" and other joyfull thoughts
-giggling
-Imaturity
-Wearing his jammies in the afternoon
and worst of all...
  Childism
so, as a way to speak up, i must warn those who play this game to have a good time, and don`t think im overating this game too
much, but play it at your own risk!
  Sincerly
  -Dr. Fayke Naim
  (insert fancy signature here :P). Lots of bullets will greet you from the onset of this bullet hell shmup. Luckily, it has focus fire
to allow for slow and precise movement. This is a well made game that bullet hell fans will enjoy.. A sweet Baby's first point
and click adventure game. Very nice.. The sounds are utterly discraseful RECYCLED FROM THE KUJU 166!!!! You get four
pretty boring liveries (NSPTE, Central, Reggie Rail, Northern) although you can get reskins to semi-fix this issue. If you want a
good 158, get the NSE class 159 DLC and the AP Perkins and Cummins (when its out) packs.. It woult be much better if there
was a voice who speaks the Pinyin of the given Characters ! This game is very helpful for people who already know a little
chinese and wanting to improve their chinese level of reading and recognizing characters!
. too short, not interesting enough, bad translation\/voice acting.
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Ralph Wiggum gets transformed into a little purple sedan who dreams of being a racecar someday. With the help of Lightning
McQueen and the power of...RECYCLING! can make his dreams come true.

5\/5 for the nostalgia and the absurdity. difficult, but good. I found this game actually made me go back into the previous games
to remake new characters with new class/prestige class combos which I normally never have to do for games like this. if you like
replaying these stories, then you will like this game, If you want to win everything in one go, you probably won't like it very
much.. Isnt as cool as they make it look.. To introduse your code, you need to see the CD-Key, there is the code for this DLC.
0/10 no traps.. I've had this game for a month and have not been able to play it.
I see nothing but a white screen during the game.
The problem is relatively common and has been brought to the attention of the developer by multiple people.
The game looks life fun but as of now I feel as though I've done nothing but waste my money in buying this.
. Cool game with good conpect. If you have mate with micro that can play with you - buy this game.
For more information - watch my review !

Если кратко, то категорически рекомендую игру всем, у кого есть напарник, с которым можно зарубится вечерком с
голосовой связью. За более подрбной информацией - смотрите мой обзор.
https://youtu.be/-X-0P-NQ9F4
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